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OBJECTIVES

➢ To understand laparoscopic rules and limitations in cancer surgery
➢ To review anatomical landmarks and their importance during a laparoscopic pelvic and para-aortic approach
➢ To understand the different types of laparoscopic radical hysterectomy and compare with laparotomic route in terms of radicality and results, and to interprete scientific data
➢ To understand surgical strategy for complex oncologic cases

EDUCATIONAL METHODS

➢ Interactive theoretical and video sessions between faculty and course participants
➢ Live and pre-recorded operative demonstrations
➢ Practical sessions in live tissue and pelvic trainer

INVITED FACULTY

Adriana LICEAGA (Mexico)   Jose CLEMENTE LINHAES (Brazil)
Alexandre COSME AMARAL (Brazil)   Kathiane LUSTOSA (Brazil)
Alexandre PUPO NOGUEIRA (Brazil)   Luis RENE PAREJA (Colombia)
Alexandre SILVA E SILVA (Brazil)   Marcelo SIMONSEN (Brazil)
Bruno AZEVEDO (Brazil)   Marcelo VIEIRA (Brazil)
Carlos Eduardo ANDRADE (Brazil)   Marco PUGA (Chile)
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With the participation of Armando Romeo (Educational & Training Manager – Karl Storz Latin America)
July 27th, 2020

08.00 am  Welcome

08.30  GENERALITIES

30 ‘ Rationale to use the laparoscope in oncology  A. Wattiez

09.00  ANATOMY

20 ‘ Changing concepts in pelvic anatomy  S. Puntambekar

09.20  live surgery - 2 cases are run in parallel

Chairs: S. Puntambekar and R. Pareja  A. Wattiez / A. Tsunoda

Duration of live sessions are unpredictable – lectures can be moved or cancelled according to live surgery schedule

10.00 – 10.30 Open Coffee break during surgery

12.30  ANATOMY

20 ‘ Laparoscopic approach of lateral spaces  M. Puga

20 ‘ Vascular and neural anatomy of the pelvis  R. Fernandes

01.15 pm  Lunch at the institute

02.00  SUTURING

30 ‘ Laparoscopic suturing: theory for loading the needle and different knotting techniques  A. Romeo

02.30-04.30  OPTION A – VIDEO WORKSHOP – TIPS & TRICKS

anatomy, suturing and energy sources

Two hours video session with
S. Puntambekar, R. Reis, R. Moretti, G. Guitmann, F. Fin, P. Zanvettor and F. Heredia

02.30-05.30  OPTION B – TRAINING ON PELVIC TRAINERS

Leaders: A. Romeo / A. Liceaga

Suturing exercises
Knotting technique  All experts present

05.30 pm  END OF SESSION
July 28th, 2020

08.30 KEYNOTE LECTURE
30’ Common problems in gynecologic oncology minimally invasive surgery
A. Tsunoda

09.00 live surgery - 2 cases are run in parallel
Chairs: RJ Reis and G. Baiocchi
S. Puntambekar / G. Guitmann

Duration of live sessions are unpredictable – lectures can be moved or cancelled according to live surgery schedule

10:00 – 10:30 Open coffee break during surgery

11.30 CERVICAL CANCER
20’ Results of a provocative trial
R. Pareja

50’ Radical laparoscopic hysterectomy: Latin American experience
10 minutes lectures/videos presented by each faculty, followed by a short discussion.
R Moretti
P Zanvettor
M. Puga
R. Reis
F Heredia
all

20’ Discussion

01.00 pm Lunch at the institute

01.40 – 02.00 LAB SESSION
Laboratory rules
E. Belmonte
R. Fernandes

02.10-04.10 OPTION A – VIDEO WORKSHOP – TIPS & TRICKS
Excellence in a standardized procedure
Two hours video session with
A. Wattiez, R. Pareja, A. Pupo, R. Fernandes, JC Linhares, JC Sadalla and A. Silva e Silva

02.00-05.45 OPTION B – TRAINING ON LIVE TISSUE
Leader: C. Andrade
Basic principles of laparoscopy
All experts present
Bladder suturing
Dissection of retroperitoneal spaces
Ureter dissection, section and re-anastomosis
Vascular dissection, experimental injuries and repair

05.45 pm END OF SESSION

This program may be subject to modification
July 29th, 2020

08.30 KEYNOTE LECTURE
30’ Advanced laparoscopy in gynecologic cancer: state of the art S. Puntambekar

09.00 live surgery - 2 cases are run in parallel

Chairs: R Fernandes / S Pessini R Pareja / M Vieira

Duration of live sessions is unpredictable – lectures can be moved or cancelled according to live surgery schedule

10.00 – 10.30 Open coffee break during surgery

10.45 OVARIAN CANCER: ROUND TABLE
15’ Laparoscopic management of suspicious ovarian masses M. Puga
20’ Debulking surgery anatomical and surgical technique – where is the limit? G. Baiocchi
20’ Primary vs interval debulking – critical analysis for selection criteria and outcomes C. Andrade
15’ What’s new in ovarian cancer 2018? B. Azevedo
Discussion

12.00 CERVICAL AND ENDOMETRIAL CANCER
20’ Sentinel lymph node biopsy: new evidences for technique, indications and outcomes R. Pareja
20’ Laparoscopic Radical Trachelectomy: indications and surgical technique M. Vieira
20’ Transperitoneal laparoscopic lumbo-aortic lymphadenectomy: tips and tricks R. Moretti
10’ Discussion

01.15 pm Lunch at the institute

02.00 – 04.45 OPTION B – TRAINING ON LIVE TISSUE
Leader: R Schmidt

Basic principles of laparoscopy Bladder suturing Dissection of retroperitoneal spaces Ureter dissection, section and re-anastomosis Vascular dissection, experimental injuries and repair

All experts present

02.00-04.45 OPTION A – VIDEO WORKSHOP – TIPS & TRICKS complex surgical cases and complications

Two hours video session with A. Wattiez, R Pareja, G Guittmann, G Baiocchi, B. Azevedo, M. Simonsen and E. Simioni

04.45 pm END OF SESSION – DELIVERY OF CERTIFICATE OF ATTENDANCE

This program may be subject to modification